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The production of speech is not only influenced by various intrinsic factors such as semantics, dialect, human perspective and emotion, but also by extrinsic factors such as environmental conditions and transmission channel. In certain acoustic conditions, the vocal effort of a speaker tends to
be raised in order to overcome environmental hindrances such as a presence of noise or a long distance between the speaker and listener. There have only been a few studies on speaker recognition
under non-neutral speech production conditions (i.e., high or low vocal effort and speech under
stress) (Hansen, 2011). However, in real forensic cases, it can occur that the incriminating recording is made with high vocal effort, which then has to be dealt with in speaker comparison.
This paper presents a study of the effect of high vocal effort speech to the automatic speaker recognition system performance, considering the likelihood ratio (LR) calibration aspect. Using the most
recent algorithm in the field (Burget, 2011 and Dehak, 2011), the calibration performance of the
system is evaluated on both high and normal vocal effort conditions of the latest NIST speaker recognition evaluation (SRE) (http://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/sre.cfm).
State-of-the-art automatic speaker recognition system
In this paper, we use an automatic speaker recognition system based on i-vector framework (Dehak,
2011) using auditory induced acoustic features, and probabilistic linear discriminant analysis
(PLDA) modeling with a similar setup as we used in our latest work (Mandasari, 2012). An i-vector
is a representation of a speech utterance in a relatively low-dimensional space called total variability space which consists of both speaker and channel variability. It was firstly introduced by Dehak
(2009) and has become a mainstream in speaker recognition field since then. PLDA modeling is a
probabilistic approach to model the i-vector distribution in the form of a multivariate Gaussian, and
our implementation follows the approach of Burget (2011). The PLDA model produces log likelihood scores which we treat as un-calibrated scores that can be calibrated by a linear transformation
(Brümmer, 2006).
Log likelihood ratio calibration
Rodriguez (2007) argues that a set of scores produced by an automatic speaker recognition system
should be calibrated in order to produce more reliable and less misleading LRs. Even though the
output scores from PLDA system are formulated as a log likelihood ratio, a calibration is still necessary in order to be used in, e.g., forensic speaker comparison.
Experiment setup and results
We measure the cost of scores calibration by using the log likelihood ratio calibration cost (Cllr)
metric (Brümmer, 2006; for an introduction see Van Leeuwen, 2007). The calibration performance
of the system is evaluated in terms of miscalibration cost, which is the difference between the actual
Cllr and the minimum Cllr that can be obtained by optimal transformation of the evaluated log LR
values. We used two disjoint databases for training the calibration and evaluation. For training the
calibration parameters, we used 'det 7' core condition of NIST SRE 2008 corpus which includes
normal vocal effort utterances in the model and test sides. These calibration parameters are then ap-
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plied to the evaluation data that comes from NIST SRE 2010 extended trials for 'det 5' and 'det 6'
conditions which contain utterances in normal and high vocal effort in the test side, respectively.
Table 1 presents the calibration performance of the automatic speaker recognition system. Calibration was investigated in two different conditions, matched and mismatched. Since the calibration
parameters were trained on normal vocal effort speech in model and test, the matched calibration
condition was obtained by evaluating the calibration performance on NIST SRE 2010 'det 5' condition (normal vocal effort in model and test sides). Evaluating the calibration parameters on 'det6'
condition of NIST SRE 2010 is considered as mismatched calibration condition. In this 'det 6' condition, the model side is trained with normal vocal effort speech while the test side comes from high
vocal effort speech.
Table 1. Calibration performance of the i-vector and PLDA based speaker recognition system in
matched and mismatched conditions evaluated on NIST SRE 2010 'det 5' and 'det 6', respectively.
Calibration
condition
Matched
Male
Mismatched
Matched
Female
Mismatched
Gender

Vocal effort (model-test)
Calibration
Evaluation
normal-normal
normalnormal-high
normal
normal-normal
normalnormal-high
normal

Minimum
Cllr
0.0703
0.1342
0.1216
0.1881

Actual
Cllr
0.0768
0.2067
0.1332
0.2592

Miscalibration
cost
0.0065
0.0724
0.0117
0.0711

Compared to the matched condition, the minimum Cllr for both genders are found to be increased
by 0.06 in the mismatched vocal effort condition, which is about 100% and 50% higher for male
and female cases, respectively. This result shows that the discrimination performance of an automatic speaker recognition system is largely affected by the high vocal effort speech. The results on
the actual Cllr values in the mismatched condition demonstrate that the calibration is affected by the
high vocal effort as well, with an addition of 0.07 from the matched condition in both genders.
These experiment results show that the calibration problem for high vocal effort conditions is as
difficult as that of discrimination, thus motivating further research to find more efficient techniques
to overcome the mismatch in vocal effort.
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